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Abstract
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Analyzing and redesigning business processes is a
complex task, which requires the collaboration of
multiple actors. Current approaches focus on
workshops where process stakeholders together with
modeling experts create a graphical visualization of a
process in a model. Within these workshops,
stakeholders are mostly limited to verbal contributions,
which are integrated into a process model by a
modeling expert using traditional input devices. This
limitation negatively affects the collaboration outcome
and also the perception of the collaboration itself. In
order to overcome this problem we created CubeBPM –
a system that allows groups of actors to interact with
process models through a touch based interface on a
large interactive touch display wall. Using this system
for collaborative modeling, we expect to provide a more
effective collaboration environment thus improving
modeling performance and collaboration.
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Figure 1. CubeBPM - Example of three actors simultaneously
creating business process models.

Introduction
Business process models serve a variety of purposes
within organizations. They are used to document
processes, analyze them, identify means for
improvement or serve as training material for new
employees [5]. Analyzing processes in order to
visualize them using graphical modeling notations is a
complex task especially if the task allocation between
several roles has to be represented as well as the
usage of technical resources. It is thus reasonable to
draft models collaboratively involving process

stakeholders and domain experts alike [14,18].
Collaboration between them usually takes place within
facilitated workshops in which actors verbally contribute
their perspective on a process [7]. Contributions are
discussed among the group, translated into a modeling
notation and integrated into a process model by a
scribe [18] with the discussion being led by a facilitator.
While workshop based approaches are reasonable to
allow for actors to exchange perspectives, their
effectiveness is often questioned [3]. Approaches like
the one described before are time consuming and
include long idle times for many actors as only one
person may contribute at the same time while the
others have to wait for their turn [8]. Furthermore
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researchers found that limiting actors to verbal
contributions results in reduced identification with the
outcome of a modeling workshop and also in reduced
buy-in when processes are later brought into practice
[6,20]. Recent research also revealed the necessity for
different modes of collaboration such as break out
groups especially when processes have to be
redesigned or newly designed [8].
We developed the CubeBPM system to allow for actors
to directly manipulate process models thus providing
direct access to process models and process modeling.
CubeBPM allows multiple actors to draft models
collaboratively using a large interactive touch display
wall (c.f. Figure 1). However while there is a lot of
research on interaction techniques on touch surfaces
such as smartphones, tablets, or tabletops there is a
gap when it comes to analyzing and supporting
collaboration on large interactive touch display walls.
We attempt to explore how collaborative process
modeling can be supported by using CubeBPM on a
large interactive touch display wall which provides
actors with a gesture based interface that can be used
by multiple actors in parallel. We used a set of gestures
in order to allow for actors to learn how to use
CubeBPM as quickly as possible. These gestures are
based upon suggestions by Kolb et al. [10]. By allowing
actors to directly interact with process models using a
touch based interface we expect to increase the
effectiveness of modeling workshops. We also expect
the possibility to directly interact with models to
influence the way actors collaborate.
The main contribution of this poster thus is to propose
a system, which allows multiple actors to collaborate on
process models through a touch based interface on a

large interactive touch display wall. This means taking
established interaction touch techniques to a new real
world scenario (collaborative process modeling) as well
as expanding on knowledge about how actors
collaborate on large interactive touch display walls.

Related work
Modeling (business) processes is a complex activity.
The complexity can partly be attributed to the
complexity of the process that has to be depicted in a
model [5]. Part of the complexity of modeling however
also stems from the requirement to use a graphical
modeling notation such as BPMN [13]. Modeling
notations consist of a number of graphical symbols that
represent aspects of a process such as activities that
are conducted, actors that carry out those activities and
resources that are used. A syntax describes rules on
how these graphical symbols or elements can be
combined together in order to form a syntactically
correct model. Learning how to use a modeling notation
to represent a real world process can be considered a
challenging task [15].
In collaborative modeling workshops the translation of
real world phenomena into constructs of a modeling
notation is typically done by modeling experts.
Collaboration thus only happens verbally with no direct
influence of actors on displayed materials. CubeBPM
aims at allowing for stakeholders to take a more active
role by enabling them to directly manipulate models
with only minimal interference by modeling experts.
Recent research provides indications that stakeholders
indeed are capable of collaborating on simple process
models in a self-directed way [12,19]. CubeBPM builds
on this research.
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integrated screen2. The tool however is able to run on
large segmented displays via the use of synchronized
and networked hardware accelerated OpenGL rendering
contexts, to produce a highly scalable solution to cover
large wall display systems such as those found at the
QUT Cube [17].

Adding to the complexity of model creating, modeling
tools are mainly built with the requirements of
modeling experts in mind. They are thus hardly usable
for lay modelers [14]. Interactive tabletops and walls
can provide lay modelers with an easy to use possibility
to manipulate process models as they provide a direct
means of interacting with the displayed material [4].

Utilizing touch event interfaces offered in Windows,
gesture recognition and concurrent multi-user
interactions were devised and derived from previous
research into the use of gestures on tablets for process
modeling [10]. As an outcome, we created a system
that allows multiple actors to work on the same model
at the same time, facilitating group collaboration (c.f.
Figure 1). Modifications to single-user tabletop
interfaces such as the ones proposed by Kolb [10] were
devised in order to support large-scale collaborative
modeling. For brevity’s sake only key interactions and
gestures are listed subsequently. CubeBPM offers
location-based flexible menus that provide actors with
basic modeling functions at disparate locations. These
menus are accessible via double tapping (c.f. Figure 2).
In order to create an element actors have to select the
elements they want to create and drag the element out
of the menu to the screen. After such a drag
interaction, the menu remains on screen for a
prescribed time interval, within which the menu can be
used again, otherwise the menu disappears and has to
be reopened again by double tapping. In order to enter
element labels, it is possible to use a simulated virtual
keyboard on the screen. This keyboard can be accessed
by double tapping on an element description (c.f.
Figure 3). Like the aforementioned menu it is also
possible to open multiple keyboards in parallel thus

Collaboration with tabletops has been explored
extensively including territoriality [21], coupling and
arrangement strategies [22], and papers that stem
from these studies. There has been limited work,
however, exploring collaboration with large interactive
touch display walls. Rittenbruch [16] explored
collaboration on the QUT Cube but did not focus on a
specific domain. Some researchers have focused on
software development on interactive surfaces including
Calico [11] for informal sketches on interactive
whiteboards, AugIR [9] for business processes on
interactive whiteboards, TouchRam [1] for aspect
models on vertical touch displays, and SourceVis [2] for
visualizing software artifacts on tabletops. None of
these tools, however, have focused on large highresolution touch walls or business process modeling.

Figure 2. Example image of a
menu instantiated at the location
of the actor.

Figure 3. Example of a simulated
virtual keyboard interface.

CubeBPM
CubeBPM is a business process modeling tool that
supports collaborative modeling on large interactive
touch display walls. CubeBPM implements the majority
of the control perspective BPMN1 grammar including:
swim lanes to represent actors in processes, gateways
to represent decision points, activities, and event types
[13]. CubeBPM was developed using C# and OpenGL.
To demonstrate CubeBPM we use a large single

Figure 4. Item connection gesture
example (arrow added for
emphasis).
1

http://www.bpmn.org/

2

See CubeBPM demo video: https://youtu.be/OuEHsL9vCR8
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Figure 5. Example of an item
delete crossing gesture (arrows
added for emphasis).

Figure 6. Example of diagram five
finger scaling gesture. Fingers
are moving outward, enlarging
the scale of whole diagram
(arrows added for emphasis).

allowing for multiple actors to alter element labels at
the same time. Diagram elements (events, activities
and gateways) can be connected with a two-finger drag
gesture between two items. In order to create a
connection actors have to place one finger on an
element and drag another finger to the element that
they want to connect the first element with (c.f. Figure
4). Elements can be deleted via a single finger cross
over the item to be deleted (c.f. Figure 5). The crossing
point of the touch gesture serves as a reference for the
element that is to be deleted. We also included a touch
gesture that allows actors to scale the diagram via a
two finger expanding stretch gesture (c.f. Figure 6).
Finally, we included an undo gesture to facilitate
reversal of modeling operations. Touching and winding
in an anti-clockwise direction performs an undo, a
clockwise direction executes a redo (c.f. Figure 7). It
should however be noted that undo and redo work on a
global rather than an individual level. It could thus be
possible to undo actions by others using this gesture.
Furthermore it is necessary to state that both zooming
and undo potentially interfere with actions of other
actors. Implementing control mechanisms that prevent
these global interactions from interfering with
interactions of others is one of our priorities when it
comes to future development.

they are familiar with. By video recording the
subsequent modeling sessions we hope to gain insights
into how large interactive touch display walls affect
collaboration outcomes (process models) as well as the
collaboration itself.
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